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HIGH SCHOOL
Message from the Executive Headmaster
Assalaamu Alaikum
Muharram is one of the sacred months of the Islamic year and it is the month with which we begin our
lunar calendar. It commemorates the Hijrah undertaken by our beloved Messenger of Allah (peace be
upon him) to Madina, where he was welcomed with sanctuary. It is one of the four sanctified months
about which the Holy Quran says:

Important
Info
SCHOOL
RE-OPENS
ON

09/10/17

"The number of the months according to Allah is twelve (mentioned) in the Book of Allah on

the day He created heavens and the earth. Among these (twelve months) there are four
sanctified."(Qur’an:Surah 9, Verse 36).
Now is the time to engage in reflection, to resolve to make the shift to do better. We know that we are
going to be judged by our intentions, so let us try to have only good intentions for the rest of the year,
Insha’Allah.
We have come to the end of a very busy third term but we can look back with satisfaction on what has
been achieved by our learners and the staff. We are indeed blessed at Orient Islamic School to have the
commitment, passion and enthusiasm of all striving to be the best that they can be. The Primary and
High school newsletters pay tribute to all these successes and events and we thank you for your continued support.
Many of our learners have enjoyed a really good third term; others have, perhaps, not fulfilled their potential. A printed copy of your learner’s Term 3 Report is included (Primary School. High school reports
will be issued next term). Where your learners have performed well, and have received praise from their
teachers, celebrate this with them. Please take the time to check your learner’s report and go over all
aspects and any areas where there are concerns. Comments, however, which indicate a poor work ethic,
work/ homework not being completed or disruptive behaviour are cause for concern and should not be
ignored. It is essential that we are all working together to obtain the best possible results for your learner, at the end of the day, and we at the school will put measures in place to ensure this occurs. You are
reminded that educators are available for consultations as per the scheduled meetings and will also be
very happy to meet with you during the term as required. After all, education is in effect a team effort
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We recognize that in order to be successful in school, our children need support from both the home
and school. We know a strong partnership with you will make a great difference in your child’s
education. As partners, we share the responsibility for our children’s success and want you to know that
we will do our very best to carry out our responsibilities. We ask that you guide and support your child’s
learning by ensuring that he/she:
1) Attends school daily and arrives on time, ready for the day’s learning experience

2) Completes all homework assignments given by teachers
3) Reads daily to develop a love for reading and to improve literacy skills
4) Shares school experiences with you so that you are aware of his/her school life
5) Informs you if he/she needs additional support in any area or subject
Please consider joining our schools Parents Association as our learners can greatly benefit from your
involvement and contributions to the school’s programme and its operations. We seek volunteers to
help us with the following activities:


Reading with children who need extra help



School-wide events



Outreach programmes

If we all work together, we can make this a successful year of learning, further helping us to accomplish
the OIS mission of preparing all learners to succeed. If you have any questions about the rules and
expectations, please feel free to contact me or to discuss them with your child’s teacher. It is very
important that you and your child are fully informed regarding standards related to appropriate
behavior for a safe and productive school year.
This is our core purpose as a caring and compassionate school and it is reflected through the
unwavering efforts of our excellent staff who work with our learners and families every day of the year.
The fourth term is also the last full term for our Matriculants who can’t quite grasp the reality that
school life is about to end for them. Next term is always a bittersweet time for us as we say farewell to
them. I am very proud of our learners, they have a sense of humanity, they are authentic and they have
a strong moral compass. On behalf of the Board of Governors, Senior Management, Staff, Learners and
Parents, I wish our matric class of 2017 all the best in their NSC examinations.
Thank you so much for being so supportive of our school as parents. We value you and your children.

Mr. N. Ebrahim

Executive Headmaster
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Message from the High School Principal ’s Desk
Assalaamu Alaikum
Greetings
We reflect on the events of the third term with a great sense of pride and joy. Orient Islamic learners have really done
us proud. The number of accolades achieved at the national and local level is truly impressive and my sincere
gratitude to you our parents for your unwavering support and our educators who work tirelessly to ensure that our
learners achieve the best.

The Matric Trial Examinations concluded on 19 September, and a structured program focusing on the final
consolidation for our matric candidates is in process to ensure that our learners achieve the best results in the final
examinations. Intensive intervention will continue for learners who may be at risk in some subjects and we appeal to

learners and parents for their co-operation. Regular school attendance and commitment over the next 3 weeks is
imperative.

On behalf of the staff and learners we wish our matriculants every success in their examinations.

My sincere THANKS to the Board of Directors, Administrative Staff and Security Staff and Estate Staff for their ongoing
support and assistance.

Mrs. R.D. Nadesan

PRINCIPAL | HIGH SCHOOL
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ADMINISTRATIVE MATTERS
STAFFING
We are in the process of finalizing staffing for 2018.

RE-REGISTRATION & ADMISSIONS
All re-registration forms have been issued to learners. The due date for re-registration fees was 29th September 2017.
Admissions are continuing at a steady pace

ACADEMIC MATTERS
MATRIC PARENTS MEETING
The attendance register revealed that many parents of learners at risk were not present.
Dr John Buswell (parenting 101) addressed parents:
√ on how to monitor their children at home
√ Methods of Study
√ Techniques of study.
√ Brain food
√ Supplements
MATRIC TRIAL AWARDS

The Trial Examinations successfully concluded on the 19th September. The final Life Orientation paper was written on
08st September. Reports were handed to learners on 28th September at the Parent Consult after a very successful Trial
Awards Function.
The reports for the September Controlled Tests for Grades 7-11 will be issued in Term 4 and the parent consults are
scheduled for 16 & 17 October 2017.

ORAL & PAT MODERATION
The internal standardization moderation process was conducted by the Heads of Department and Senior educators for
the languages.
Learners’ performance ranged from excellent to satisfactory in both the cluster and departmental moderation sessions.

MATRIC VACATION CLASSES
The Spring Vacation classes are schedule from 30 September to 03 October. The primary reason for these classes is to
revise and consolidate the year’s work. ATTENDANCE IS COMPULSORY and learners must be attired in their SCHOOL
UNIFORM. We look forward to total commitment from both parents and learners.
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GRADE 9 COURSE SELECTION
A subject selection evening for parents and learners provided insight into what Orient has to offer. This meeting was well attended.
The following points were highlighted:
√
√
√
√

Realistic choices
Transition from GET to FET
Pass requirements
CASS requirements.

Learners were referred to the school counsellor if they had uncertainties. A careers Expo held earlier in the year exposed learners
to professionals from industry, business and the sciences. Learners have also had the benefit of an information session presented
by UKZN. This session clarified compulsory subjects for certain career paths. Heads of Department and senior educators also
engaged with learners and enlightened learners on the demands of their subjects in the FET phase.

LEARNER ACHIEVEMENT
DEPARTMENT OF ENGLISH
ENGLISH OLYMPIAD
AMS SPEECH CONTEST
Khadeeja Rajub of grade 10 represented Orient Islamic. She displayed exceptional talent in public speaking and was placed 2nd.
Congratulations Khadeeja.

DE BEERS ENGLISH OLYMPIAD
42 learners participated and 8 learners achieved 70-79% (silver certificates)

MAHATMA GANDHI TRUST
One learner was entered for this essay writing competition. We are awaiting results.

DOUGLAS LIVINGSTONE ESSAY AND POETRY COMPETITION
One learner was entered and we are awaiting results.

CURRICULAR INTERVENTION
A lecture on Othello was delivered by a lecturer.

DEPARTMENT OF AFRIKAANS
CURRICULAR INTERVENTION
A brilliant, intensive 2 day Poetry Workshop was conducted by the authors of the workbook. The line by line explanation and the
power point presentation served as the perfect consolidation for the trial examination. Sincere thanks to Mrs. Z Moodley for
spearheading this initiative.

DEPARTMENT OF ECONOMIC AND MANAGEMENT SCIENCES
Congratulations to Mr H Bobat and his team on their excellent performance in the co- curricular activities
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NATIONAL SAIPA OLYMPIAD 2017
The final round was held on 02nd August 2017. Hawa Yunus Chenia of Grade 12 has currently been placed in the top 3 in KZN.
Further disclosure will only be made by SAIPA on the 10th October 2017. Congratulations to Hawa on her exceptional achievement.

NATIONAL SAICA SENIOR OLYMPIAD 2017
Ten learners participated in the National SAICA Olympiad on 02nd August 2017. Mohammed Saleem Mansoor of Grade 12 was
placed 02nd in the province and Hawa Yunus Chenia Grade 12 was placed 3rd. Congratulations to both our learners on their
excellent achievement.
They have been invited to an awards presentation at Deloitte on the 28th September 2017, where their achievements will be
formally acknowledged. The National position will be announced at this function.

NATIONAL SAICA JUNIOR OLYMPIAD 2017
Fifteen learners participated in the Olympiad on 31st August 2017. Fourteen learners were placed in the top 20 in the province and
Aleema Mazubane Grade 9 was placed 6th. Congratulations to Aleema. Commendable achievement.

DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION EMS QUIZ
Talha Dada of Grade 8.3 was placed 1st in the Umlazi district. His achievement will be acknowledged by DOE on the 14th October
2017.

COMMERCE CLUB
Twenty one Grade 11 learners from the Commerce Club embarked on a collection drive for The Highway Hospice. This was an
extremely successful initiative. Sincere thanks to all learners who contributed.

DEPARTMENT OF SCIENCES
The science team has been extremely busy this term. Sincere thanks to Mr I. Thompson, Mr D.L. Naidu, Mrs A. Alwar, Mr M.H
Haneef and Mr M.I. Shaik for providing our learners with excellent direction.

AMS SCIENCE FAIR
Congratulations to the following learners who excelled in the AMS Science Fair, Aaliyah Badat grade 7 was placed 3rd, Ameerah
Sabjee grade 8 was placed 2nd and Mohammed Kolia grade 9 was placed 1st.

ESKOM EXPO FOR YOUNG SCIENTISTS
Aarefah Badat grade 7 was placed 1st in her category. She was awarded a Gold medal and a certificate. Mohammed Kolia grade 9
was placed 3rd. He received a bronze medal. Congratulations to our science stars.

ESKOM KZN REGIONAL FINALIST
Aarefah Badat grade 7 was shortlisted as Regional Finalist to represent KZN central Eskom Expo at the International science fair
(ISF) to be held at the Birchwood Hotel and conference Centre from 03 October to 06 October 2017 . She has indeed set a
benchmark for Orient. We wish her well.
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NATIONAL SCIENCE OLYMPIAD
The Life Sciences Department entered a total of 168 learners from Grade 7 to Grade 11 in the NATIONAL SCIENCE
OLYMPIAD. The Olympiad was written on 01st August and 2017. The Physical Sciences Department entered a total of
100 grades 10 and 11 learners for the NATIONAL SCIENCE OLYMPIAD written on 03 August 2017.
Maryam Mohammed grade 10 was shortlisted for the SA Junior Science (u16) team to participate in the International
Junior Science
Olympiad. This shortlisting was based on the results of the National life Sciences and Physical Science Olympiads. She
was placed 3rd in the examination and has earned herself a place on the SA Team. Maryam will fly off the Netherlands
in December where she will be participating. This is indeed an incredible achievement. Congratulations to Maryam and
we wish her well.
ARBOR WEEK
On 04th September the Life Sciences Club commenced the ARBOR WEEK PROGRAM under the leadership of
Mr Thompson and the Life Sciences Team. Grade 11 learners from the Life Sciences Club spearheaded the program
under the guidance of their educators. The Arbor Day program generated a great deal of enthusiasm, teamwork,
initiative and camaraderie among the members. These passionate ambassadors of conservation were able to perfectly
marry the arbor week awareness campaign with heritage month whilst maintaining the Islamic ethos at an exceptionally
co- ordinated assembly. Their fund raising drives were extremely successful. The funds will be utilized to purchase of
Re-cycling Bins. Well done to Luqmaan Desai and his team.
INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY
The National Computer Programing Challenge is indeed, a challenging test for learners who can write code in any
programming language. We entered 20 learners from grades 10-12. Talha Vawda of Grade 12 achieved 100% and was
placed in the top 7% nationally. He was awarded a gold certificate.
WOMEN IN SCIENCE
As part of the National Science Week celebration Aaliah Limalia and Nuzhat Aafreen acompanied Mrs. S.D. Reddi to a
Women’s Day Conference at the Sastri Convention Centre.
DEPARTMENT OF MATHEMATICS
HORIZON MATHEMATICS OLYMPIAD –TOP 200 AWARDS
Our learners competed against approximately 50 top schools in KZN. A total of 5000 learners participated in this
competition across grades 5 to 7. In the grade 7 category one of our learners was placed in the top 50 and 4 learners
were placed in the top 60, an excellent achievement.
FEMSISSA MATHS OLYMPIAD
105 learners sat for the exam. 19 learners qualified for round 2. The round 2 examination is scheduled for 12 October.
We wish our learners well.
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PREFECT SELECTION
This process has commenced. Three groups are rotated fortnightly. Every learner is given the opportunity to display
his/her leadership skills. I am very pleased with the resourcefulness of some of our prefects particularly with regard
late – comers. Well done prefects.

BLOOD CLINIC
The Blood Clinic, co-ordinated by Mr M G Mulla was held on Wednesday, 18th August. 180 learners volunteered to
donate blood and 43 units were donated.

LRC
Our LRC is an active body that is involved in initiating projects and brainstorming ideas for the improvement of the
school under the leadership of Ameen Essa. The LRC co -ordinated the outreach program for the Rohingh refugees. They
also presented a revised Tuck Shop menu in consultation with the learner population via surveys. We wish them well in
their future endeavors.

ICT PROGRESS
Mr I Thompson, our ICT co-ordinator, and his team dedicate a great deal of time ensuring that technology is at its best
at Orient
Islamic. The recent ICT workshop for approximately 150 educators was indeed, extremely successful thanks to Mr Yusuf
Ebrahim and Mr Abubakr under the leadership of Mr Thompson.
The Information and Communication Technology (ICT) resources at OIS have improved tremendously over the last 5
years. All areas of the school have been developed including administration, management, monitoring, security as well
as teaching and learning. Some of the major developments have been:
Two full iMac computer laboratories (30 computers in each), an iPad language Lab with 30 iPads, a set of 25 PCs in the
EGD room, 10 research PCs in the Media Centre, 3 PCs in each staff room, improved ICT facilities for Senior
Management and their PAs; as well as recent upgrades to the camera system with large screen monitors used in all
Senior Management and Security offices for monitoring and security reasons

UPGRADE OF WIFI & INTERNET ACCESS:
Orient Islamic School (OIS) has recently acquired 100Mbps Fibre Optic Internet Access which is slowly being rolled out to
all areas of the school to allow for fast, secure internet access for administrators, managers, educators and learners.
Many of the ICT facilities are directly linked to the OIS Intranet by cables and fibre optics. However, most of the
educators use laptops and therefore OIS has begun installing robust enterprise level Wi-Fi throughout the entire school
to allow educators to access the school network, the internet, emails as well as all their teaching resources from their
classrooms and other teaching facilities. All the computer labs mentioned earlier have full secure access to the school
network and internet.
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INTERACTIVE WHITE BOARDS & DATA PROJECTORS:
Most of the teaching venues at OIS have white boards and data projectors to facilitate multi-media teaching and
learning activities throughout the school. The Media Centre, Lecture theatre, EGD room and many other
classrooms have Interactive White Board facilities allowing for dynamic, multi-media and interactive teaching
material to be used in the classroom for more 21st Century educational experiences.

LEARNERS’ ACCESS TO INTERNET:
Learners have access to secure broadband internet at OIS in any of the above mentioned computer laboratories or
ICT ready venues. Currently the learners use the school’s computers to access the internet during lesson time,
breaks and under supervision after school hours for lesson activities, project research as well as the creation of
their own presentations or documents for educational assignments.
Further research and training is taking place to ensure that more and more effective and relevant integration of
ICT into the teaching and learning practice occurs at OIS.
Mr I THOMPSON - ICT CO-ORDINATOR
MRS R.D. NADESAN — PRINCIPAL HIGH SCHOOL

ISLAMIAAT

Assalamu Alaikum
We thank Allah SWT for blessing us all with a spiritually uplifting term. The Mubarak month of Dhul Hijjah enlightened us
with the spirit of sacrifice, patience and tolerance, coupled with unity and diversity for the fortunate Hujjaaj. May Allah
SWT accept each of our sacrifices and grant each Haaji a Hajj Mabroor. Ameen.
This term also ushered in the Islamic New Year of 1439. It is important for each of us to keep up to date with the Islamic
calendar, to appreciate the history behind it and to educate ourselves regarding the significance and merits of each Islamic
month. The month of Muharram is yet another auspicious month in Islam and we pray that Allah SWT grants us the
Tawfeeq to fulfil the Sunnah actions pertaining to it. Ameen.
On the OIS front, we want to congratulate Hafez Talha Vawda of Gr 12.4 on his completion of Hifz ul Quraan. Mubarak to
him and the family and to his Ustaaz, Ml. A. Mohamedy. We also wish to express our thanks to the OIS family for their
support at the Laylatul Quraan Night and Hifz Jalsa. The Quranic recitations rendered by our Cape Town guests,
Qaari. Ismail. Londt and the young Qaari. M. Qaeed. Davids was truly inspirational. Alhamdulillah. We also want to congratulate Hafez/Qaari Saifullah Kathrada of Gr 11.3 on his attainment of the I’jaazah in Qiraa’ah. We wish him all the success. Ameen.
The OIS family has partnered with the Darul Ihsaan Centre in relief collection for the suffering population of Rohingya,
Burma. We trust that the ever generous Orient family will once again support this noble cause as always.
Lastly, as the Islamic New year begins we make Dua that Allah SWT makes it easy for all the Muslims suffering throughout
the globe. May He keep us all safe and successful wherever we may be, and May He grant us all happiness and success in
this world and the next.
Ameen.
Shukran
Wassalaam

SHEIKH YUSUF KATHRADA
DEPARTMENT OF ISLAAMIAT|ARABIC
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SPORT
GIRLS VOLLEYBALL
On August 26th, Orient participated in the AMS provincial Volleyball Tournament. 6 teams were fielded: 2x u13 teams,
u15 team, 2x u17 teams, and an open team. All team were outstanding, reaching either the semi- finals or finals.
Both u13 teams played in finals against each other, with the u13A team reaching the finals undefeated while the B team
only suffered a loss to the Orient A team in the round robin stage. The final between the two under 13 teams was close.
Three sets were played, with the under 13 A team finally winning in the third set.
The open team started their round robin games late, due to an exam. Many of their games were played back to back.
The team reached the finals with only one loss to Nizamia. In a nail biting final against As- Salaam, Orient open team
proved their mettle and won the final third set, with an overall victory.

The girls concluded their inter-class volleyball tournament, with the grade 10 A team shining through as the
Winners.
Teams for this tournament were structure differently from the normal routine, allowing more participation.
Teams comprised of learners from each grade, instead of class. The tournament proved successful, and generated a
great deal of enthusiasm and support amongst the girls.
ATHLETICS
It is indeed an absolute honor to showcase our star KZN athlete Usaamah Vally. He is currently competing in the
Sasolburg Championships. Usaamah is also one of 22 from KZN who has been selected to compete in the Bloemfontein Trials on 14 October 2017. We wish him every success in the high jump event.

HAWA BUX
COACH
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LIBRARY NEWS
INCREASE IN READERSHIP
We are pleased to note a marked increase in the number of High school borrowers. More learners are requesting specific titles from the library personnel and this indicates an increased interest in reading. Furthermore, many learners requested non-fiction books for research purposes. If information could not be sourced from available print material, then
Google searches were done to assist learners.

E-PLATFORM BY WHEELERS
Learners now have the exciting opportunity of making anyplace a reading place. To meet the demands of the 21 st century learner, the school has subscribed to Wheelers, an online book company based in New Zealand. ‘Wheelers’ supplies
books to libraries all over the world.
Learners were educated at an assembly about the benefit and enjoyment of e-books.

For those of you who still haven’t registered, it is now even easier to do so with the e-Platform app.
1. Search for ‘E-Platform by Wheelers ’on your app store. Download the free app.
2. Find our library (Orient Islamic School in an alphabetical list), sign in or register (for first timers)
3. Browse and download a book to read on your device.

If you wish to read off your desktop or laptop:
1. Type in ois.wheelers.co in your browser.
2. The Orient Islamic School e-book page will come up.
3. Thereafter, REGISTER, by filling in the registration form.

A peek into a few of the interesting titles available for your reading pleasure.

The Boy in the Striped Pyjamas by John Boyne
Nine-year-old Bruno knows nothing of the Final Solution and the Holocaust. He is oblivious to
the appalling cruelties being inflicted on the people of Europe by his country. All he knows is that he
has been moved from a comfortable home in Berlin to a house in a desolate area where there is
nothing to do and no one to play with.
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To Kill a Mockingbird by Harger Lee
Shoot all the bluejays you want, if you can hit 'em, but remember it's a sin to kill a mocking
bird. 'Voted the most life changing book by a female author. A lawyer's advice to his children as
he defends the real mockingbird of Harper Lee's classic novel - a black man charged with the rape
of a white girl. Through the young eyes of Scout and Jem Finch, Harper Lee explores with exuberant
humour the irrationality of adult attitudes to race and class in the Deep South of the thirties. The
conscience of a town steeped in prejudice, violence and hypocrisy is pricked by the stamina of one
man's struggle for justice. But the weight of history will only tolerate so much. To Kill a Mockingbird
is a coming-of-age story, an anti-racist novel, a historical drama of the Great Depression and a sublime example of the Southern writing tradition.

The Da Vinci Code by Dan Brown
Harvard professor Robert Langdon receives an urgent late-night phone call while on business in Paris: the elderly curator of the Louvre has been brutally murdered inside the museum. Alongside the
body, police have found a series of baffling codes.

Three Cups of Tea by Ahmed Rashid
Written by a mountaineer who, in 1993, after a terrifying and disastrous attempt to climb K2,
drifted cold and dehydrated, into an impoverished Pakistan village in the Karakoram
Mountains. Moved by the inhabitants' kindness, he promised to return and build a school.
It tells the story of that promise and its outcome.

With an online library of more than a 1000 books to choose from which is inclusive of the latest titles and series, you are
surely spoilt for choice. We urge you to take advantage of this amazing opportunity.

MRS M KHAN
LIBRARIAN

